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Section 1

How Does Fingerprinting Work?
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Fingerprinting in Pure is a Two Part Process…
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Fingerprint Engine:
The Pure Portal currently uses fingerprints of >6M publications (1.5 M
Profiles, 1.1 M Visits Per Month)
• Back-end software system for text mining of scientific documents

• Creates an index of weighted terms that defines text: a Fingerprint
• Can use thesauri to support applications for specific subject areas
• Used for analytics and backbone functionality in Pure, and other products such
as SciVal, Journal Finder, & Expert Lookup
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Fingerprints can be created for any text (collection)
1

• Any text can be fingerprinted, from grant applications to publications
• Fingerprints are typically generated from the title and abstract
• Natural Language Processing techniques are applied

2
• Concepts are located
using a thesaurus
covering the scientific
area of the text
• Concepts are weighted
to create a precise
summary of the text’s
meaning
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Fingerprints can be aggregated at various levels
• Common first step: compose an individual researcher’s Fingerprint by
aggregating (publication) Fingerprints
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Fingerprints can be aggregated at various levels
• Aggregating researchers’ Fingerprints across organizational units allows
for the institution to know what individuals know and what groups know…

Aggregated
Fingerprints

Individual
Fingerprints

Department

Institute

Research
Group
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More About Fingerprint Generation
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What is a text about? What concepts are mentioned!
Magnetic Resonance Imaging

Blood
Oxygen

Brain

Hemodynamics

Cells

Spinal Cord

The primary form of fMRI uses the blood-oxygen-level
(BOLD) contrast, discovered by Seiji Ogawa. This is a
type of specialized brain and body scan used to map
neural activity in the brain or spinal cord of humans or
other animals by imaging the change in blood flow
(hemodynamic response) related to energy use by brain
cells. Since the early 1990s, fMRI has come to dominate
brain mapping research because it does not require
people to undergo shots, surgery, or to ingest substances,
or be exposed to ionising radiation.

General Surgery

Brain Mapping

Radiation, Ionizing

Humans

Research
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…and how important concepts are -> Fingerprint (FP)
Magnetic Resonance Imaging

Blood
Oxygen

Brain

Hemodynamics

Cells

Spinal Cord

The primary form of fMRI uses the blood-oxygen-level
(BOLD) contrast, discovered by Seiji Ogawa. This is a
type of specialized brain and body scan used to map
neural activity in the brain or spinal cord of humans or
other animals by imaging the change in blood flow
(hemodynamic response) related to energy use by brain
cells. Since the early 1990s, fMRI has come to dominate
brain mapping research because it does not require
people to undergo shots, surgery, or to ingest substances,
or be exposed to ionising radiation.

Humans

Research

General Surgery

Brain Mapping
Radiation, Ionizing

Importance in text
Brain

Importance in text in
text collection
Brain
Mag. Res. Img.

Mag. Res. Img.

Blood
Mag. Res. Img.
Oxygen
Spinal Cord
…

Brain
Brain
Mag. Res. Img.
Brain
Mag. Res. Img.

Adjusting weights: TF x IDF

Blood
Oxygen
Hemodynamic
…
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Concepts in scientific text
•

Defined by thesauri: networked (parent, child) sets of thematically related concepts (e.g. Magnetic Resonance Imaging)
with their terms (e.g. fMRI)

•

Thesauri, and lists of terms that describe a discipline (controlled vocabularies), exist for most scientific disciplines.

•

Weighting: The FPE computes (amongst other scores) absolute frequencies of concepts. These are calculated by
counting how often the terms of a term of a concept appears in the text. For instance, “fMRI and functional Magnetic
Resonance Imaging” would contain two terms of the same concept.

Magnetic Resonance Imaging

Blood
Oxygen

Spinal Cord

The primary form of fMRI uses the blood-oxygen-level
(BOLD) contrast, discovered by Seiji Ogawa. This is a
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Thesauri & controlled vocabularies used

Domain
Life Sciences
Physics
Agriculture
Economics
Social Sciences
Mathematics
Geosciences
Engineering
Humanities
Compounds
(Chemistry)

Thesaurus/Vocabulary
MeSH
NASA
NAL
STW, Eco Humanities vocab
Gesis
Cambridge Math, Math vocab
Geobase
Compendex
Humanities vocab
Compendex, MeSH
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Natural Language Process
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Use Natural Language Processing to improve recall
• Normalization
-

Number (singular / plural):
o {child, children}  child

-

Verb person & tense:
o {clone, clones, cloned, cloning}  clone

-

Language variants:
o American / British English

-

Spelling variants

• De-hyphenation
-

Recognize line-final hyphens and reconstructs original words:
o {dehyph- enation}  dehyphenation

-

Remove superfluous hyphens:
o {wave-like}  wavelike
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Use Natural Language Processing to improve recall
• Abbreviation expansion
-

Detects and expands abbreviations found in text :
o “A blood group (BG) is a…”
o “A blood group (BG) is a…”

-

{blood group}  Blood Group
{blood group, BG}  Blood Group

Works run-time, so picks up abbreviations that have not been defined in thesauri but
do occur in text nonetheless

• Coordination expansion
-

Detects and expands abbreviated coordinations :
o “intra- and extramural”

{extramural}  Extramural

o “intra- and extramural”

{intramural}  Intramural
{extramural}  Extramural

• Term expansion
-

Expands terms for specific variations :
o “alpha level”

{alpha, α}

 α level
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Use NLP to improve precision: disambiguation

?
…the bank used…

• Rule based:
-

Linguistic patterns (part-of-speech)
Surrounding unambiguously indexed terms and their ancestor tree

• Machine learning based:
-

word embeddings
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Evolving Fingerprinting in Pure
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What we want to solve: How to best profile the expertise of a unit (person, school)
The chart below outlines the general areas identified for improvement within the fingerprinting
process. We will be focusing on 1a, 1b, 3 and 4 below.
1. How to best reflect the area of expertise in a fingerprint
1.a. Which signals do we
process in the fingerprint
engine, and how

1.b. How do we allow a
person/unit to adjust
his/her fingerprint

4. How do we
experiment with machine
learning processes to
improve fingerprints?

2.a. How do we ensure
credibility of the
fingerprint

1.c. How do we
aggregate fingerprints
up (school, university)

3. Do we maintain and
use multiple fingerprints
for an entity?

2.b. How do we rank
different fingerprints

2.c. How do we identify
similar profiles

2. How to best use fingerprints to find experts (ranking, etc)
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Suggested areas of focus and consideration for this
problem solving
For outliers, allow adjustments in a smart way,
without undermining the credibility of the
fingerprint (e.g. without undermining the
“searching for experts” use case)

Goal is to be able to algorithmically
generate the most accurate profiles
at scale. Need quality signals (trust1. How
worthy, enough descriptive
text)to best reflect the area of expertise in a fingerprint
1.a. Which signals do we
process in the fingerprint
engine, and how

1.b. How do we allow a
person/unit to adjust
his/her fingerprint

4. How do we
experiment with machine
learning processes to
improve fingerprints?
Goal is to learn from each profile
– so that the “engine”2.a.
constantly
How do we ensure
becomes better credibility of the
fingerprint

1.c. How do we
aggregate fingerprints
up (school, university)

3. Do we maintain and
use multiple fingerprints
for an entity?

2.b. How do we rank
different fingerprints

Is there such a thing as “one profile” for a
researcher, or should be think about multiple
2.c. Howthat
do could
we identify
profiles
be applicable in different
similar
profiles
use cases? (this would significantly increase
solution complexity)

2. How to best use fingerprints to find experts (ranking, etc)
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Fingerprint Enhancement-Roadmap
October Release
• Fingerprint Research Interest
Statement
• Update FPE (Fingerprint Engine) API
-

Updated thesauri:
o

-

Compendex, Geobase, Mesh, and
NAL

Two new sources for indexing:
o Unified Thesaurus
o Data driven Keyphrase Thesaurus.

-

Improved
o Text classifiers for the labeling with

scientific domains
o ASJC codes

February Release
• Add new signals (suggested
starting point below)
-

Prizes
Activities
Courses
Education
Datasets
Student Supervision
Press / Media
Other Signals? TBD

• Weighting/Normalization of
Signals
• Highlight Concepts
• Concepts added to Search
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What Can You Do With
Fingerprints In Pure?
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Fingerprints In Pure
• Calculating Similar Experts
• Concept Search
• Persons
Editing Fingerprint
- Adding Research Interest Statement
-

• Administrator
Edit Persons Fingerprint
- Webservices
-
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Similar Experts
Similar Experts:
A certain amount of the concepts in the fingerprints need overlap:
•
General concepts that occur frequently in fingerprints are rated less important in the comparison
compared to less used concepts.
• If two people have 10 or fewer concepts that overlap, the weighting of the concept needs to be at least
50%.
• For 11 or more concepts overlapping between two people, the 50% weighting is not considered, only
the total number of overlapping concepts.
• To generate a similar expert, only the top 50 concepts (by weighting) within a persons profile are
considered for the comparison. This ensures that the most prevalent concepts are used for
comparison.
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Concept vs. Index Search
• Concept Search
-

Search of all Concepts associated with fingerprints

• Index (Free Text) Search
-

Search of all Content Indexed in Pure
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Personal
• Removing Concepts from a Persons Fingerprint

• Adding Research Interest Statement to Fingerprint (5.10)
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Administrator/Organizations
• Administrator
Edit Fingerprints for Organizations and Persons
- Webservices
- (Only Implementation/Support
can turn on/off fingerprint
globally)
-

• Organizations
-

Add/Remove Fingerprints
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Thank you.
www.elsevier.com/research-intelligence
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